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Will Dangers of Antidepressants Shorten Your Life? | TheSep 28, 2017 — How well do patients
understand the dangers of antidepressants? The Stats and Startling! The last time we searched
we discovered some
What Are the Long-Term Effects of Taking AntidepressantsJun 11, 2015 — mental illness that
could shorten a person's life expectancy. Patients who take antidepressants usually do so for at
least months if not years Long-term use of antidepressants could cause permanentApr 9, 2019
— Antidepressants are meant to be taken for nine months for a first "If it does cause an
increased risk of stroke or seizures or effect on the kidneys of antidepressant treatment is to
"gradually reduce the dose over four weeks"
How much does antidepressants shorten one's lifespanNov 13, 2017 — The main outcome is
that they will have a negative effect on the users lifespan unless they have a cardiovascular
problem (heart). With something like this I look at
After 22 years I've stopped taking antidepressants – we needMay 15, 2018 — The drugs worked
for me, but questioning their shortcomings shouldn't I decided to reduce and finally stop taking
the antidepressants I've been on Not for me is the “pull yourself together and do some
exercise” callousness of the right. His life expectancy is significantly reduced, and in early 2016
he More Evidence That Depression Shortens Lives - WebMDOct 23, 2017 — Yet by the end of
the study, depression was affecting men's and women's longevity equally. The findings do not
prove that depression itself
Do antidepressants shorten lifespans? - Beyond BlueOct 6, 2015 — Someone on the show
mentioned that antidepressants shorten a persons life. I am on an SSRI, my prescribing
psychiatrist, pharmacist and also Antidepressants raise the risk of an early death by 33% |
DailySep 13, 2017 — Warning for those on antidepressants: The commonly prescribed drugs
The authors of the controversial paper said antidepressants do more
New Concerns Emerge About Long-Term Antidepressant UseAug 28, 2019 — More Americans
are taking antidepressants for longer. At the same time, many people who truly do suffer from
depression and anxiety advise patients to taper the drugs slowly to reduce potential withdrawal
symptomsTaking Antidepressants Long-Term May Increase Your Risk ofSep 25, 2017 — Those
who took antidepressants long-term had a 33% higher risk of mortality. in and of themselves,
severely impact health and shorten lifespan. 17 previous studies having to do with
antidepressants and mortality
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